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MULTIPLE MEMORY COMBINATION ACTION AND

SINGLE MEMORY COMBINATION ACTION

INSTALLATION AND SERVICE MANUAL

GENERAL INFORMATION

BRIEF

Each single memory base system of this combination action was designed to recall the registrations
of up to 64 stops that have been set on as many as 16 pistons. Only one base system is needed for
organs of 64 stops or less, if only general pistons are required. Multiple Memory base systems will
recall the registrations of up 64 stops, that have been set on as many as 20 pistons, with 4, 8, 16, or
32 selectable memories for these pistons. Combination actions built after March 1993 use a new
Piston Matrix board (#404968) and Encoder Timer board (#404963) that allow 24 settable pistons
on Multiple Memory base systems.

MEMORIES
Both the Multiple Memory and Single Memory combination actions employ CMOS type integrated
circuits for their memories. The memory capacity of the multi-level system is large enough to permit up
to 32 separate memory levels which can be switch selected. This permits different organists to recall
their own preset combinations, without affecting those of other organists using the same instrument.

STOP SENSING
The standard system requires positive stop sensing. This means that the "feed" voltage to the stop
rail must be positive. When a stop is on, organ positive must be connected to the corresponding
sense terminal. Negative sensing is available on special order and at additional cost.

STOP MAGNET OUTPUTS
Stop magnet outputs are arranged in groups of 4 stops per "Memory & Stop Action Magnet (SAM)
Module". These outputs, on and off, are found on the 8 pin connector on the side of the "Memory
and SAM" cards. (See Figs. 1 & 2). Each output is capable of operating a 20 Ohm coil. There is an
18 volt maximum input (900 milliamp maximum continuous current). The magnet (coil) common is

organ negative. Provisions for a positive magnet coil common are available on special order and at
additional cost.

Each 400916 SINGLE MEMORY COMBINATION ACTION MOTHER BOARD "X8" has
provisions for 8 "Memory and SAM" boards, giving a capacity of 32 stops.

Each 400917 SINGLE MEMORY COMBINATION ACTION MOTHER BOARD "X16" has provi-
sions for 16 "Memory & SAM" boards, giving a capacity of 64 stops.

Each 400923 MULTI-MEMORY COMBINATION ACTION MOTHER BOARD "X8" has
provisions for 8 "Memory and SAM" boards, giving a capacity of 32 stops.

Each 400924 MULTI-MEMORY COMBINATION ACTION MOTHER BOARD "X16" has
provisions for 16 "Memory & SAM" boards, giving a capacity of 64 stops.

PISTONS
The single memory system is designed to permit up to 16 pistons; the multiple memory system per-
mits up to 24 pistons. Both also have provisions for a set piston and 2 cancel pistons (for divisional
and general cancel). The settable pistons can be wired to be any combination of divisional or general
pistons. For example: 8 divisional and 8 general (See Fig. 4).

The contacts of the pistons should be single pole single throw (SPST), normally open, contacts. The
piston common is organ positive and is available on a connector pin in the same location as the other
piston terminals on the "Piston Matrix" board. (See Figs. 1, 2, & 11). It is recommended that this
designated pin, and not any other organ positive, be connected to the piston "feed" to avoid possible
difficulties which could be caused by voltage drops between different organ positive terminals under
certain conditions.
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SET MODES
Stop registrations can be "set" or "captured" in two different ways. When stops are registered as
desired, press the set button, then the numbered piston that the registration is to be recalled from.
Release the numbered piston, and then the set button, in this order. The desired registration is now
"captured" on that piston. The other way is to hold a numbered piston and add or subtract stops as
desired. (A numbered piston held for more than one second will automatically put the system in the
set mode.) This is why it is possible to set the system in either of the two ways. Some organ builders
have used "capture systems," others "tripper" systems. The Peterson Duo Set system is comfortable
for organists trained on either.

MEMORY PROTECTION
In order to insure that the memories will retain the desired combinations, "Lock-Out" circuits
and "Battery Back-Up" have been provided.

The "Lock-Out" circuits which disable setting, can be wired to the crescendo and sforzando to
prevent these from being accidentally set into the combination action. A "Lock-Out" keyswitch
can also be wired to make the system tamper-proof, but will allow keyholder(s) to change
combinations as desired. (See Fig. 4 and 7).

The "Battery Back-Up" consists of one rechargeable Nickel Cadmium (NICAD) battery pack for
each division, with its own charging and switching, to maintain power to the memories in the event
A.C. power is lost. The length of "Battery Back-Up" will vary with the state of charge of the batteries
and the size of the system. A minimum of 30 hours, and typically 2 weeks or more, can be expected.

The battery condition can be easily checked using the provided "LED" indicators. See Step 9 of
the Test Procedures.

MEMORY BACKUP MODULE
Beginning in early 1998, the Battery Module #400921 will be replaced on most combination
action systems by a Memory Backup Module #404969. The Memory Backup Module
incorporates a one Farad capacitor in place of four rechargeable batteries to supply the power
needed to retain memory. This eliminates the need to replace batteries every five years or so,
and increases the memory holding time to at least 30 days under normal conditions.

The Memory Backup Module may be used as a direct replacement for any Battery Module with
the part number 400921. While it is generally a good practice to use either all Battery Modules or
all Memory Backup Modules on the combination action base systems within a console, they can
be mixed if necessary.

Please note that the yellow, red, and green battery monitoring test lights on the Power Module and the
3 Amp Fast Blow battery fuse are no longer needed when Memory Backup Modules are installed,
since these items are included for purposes specifically related to the use of batteries.

When the Memory Backup Modules are used, pressing the test button will illuminate the green
"under voltage" LED, but this will discharge the capacitor to 4.4 Volts causing the green LED to
go out after 3 minutes. The system's memory will not be lost since only 1.5 Volts is required to
retain memory. The red "overvoltage" LED will not come on unless an open circuit exists or the
backup module is unplugged from its pins on the Motherboard. The yellow "charging" LED will
come on if the charging transformer is connected. The Class 2 Transformer (or the wires to the
screw terminals labeled "C/A" on a Peterson Console AC Control System) should be kept in
place to insure the capacitors are always fully charged.

POWER REQUIREMENTS
Except for battery charging, the Combination Action is powered from the organ power supply
(rectifier). Each division will draw less than .5 Amp for the electronics, but may draw up to 50 Amps
to operate 20 Ohm stop action magnets on a X16 mother. (See worksheet, page 18).

The organ power supply (rectifier) voltage required is 10 VDC to 18 VDC and should have adequate
































































